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Polishing An
Old Gem
A delicate balance of redesign,
sustainability, and preservation

The addition was built over an existing sun room and increased the
home’s livable space by 400 square
feet.
On the homeowner’s wish list incorporate a reclaimed stained glass
they had acquired in their travels, as
a window. This afforded the homeowner a stunning centerpiece that
extends up to a portion of the vaulted ceiling, over their free-standing
Bain Ultra Naos, remotely operated,
air-jet tub, without sacrificing any
energy efficiency.
A large glass enclosed steam shower
with two rain shower heads, a handheld shower head and a rain shower
tile installed in the ceiling above is
situated in the corner of the bathroom, facing an intimate seating
nook. Hung above for a dramatic
touch of lighting is a chandelier.

time-out for a spa retreat
An 18th century residence in Duxbury,
Massachusetts is home for two professionals. However, it did not include a
master bathroom when the couple moved
in. The homeowners had to share the
same bathroom with guests when visiting, which did not allow much privacy
for either party.

Steam Shower with travertine
floor and multiple shower heads

A new addition was added to accommodate a master bathroom and a walkin closet, accessible directly from their
master bedroom. Thorson Restoration
and Snow and Jones Kitchen & Bath
Solutions collaborated on the project to
create a new room that contains ample
space and storage. It now incorporates
a number of modern spa-inspired details
without sacrificing the style & Integrity
of their late 18th century home.

A floor to ceiling vanity offers double sinks, a granite counter top,
recessed lighting, display shelving
and hidden storage.
Ultimately, this new bathroom offers
more than privacy when guests visit
- it’s a luxurious retreat. v
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Wi s h : Incorporate
a reclaimed stained
glass window from
glass acquired while
traveling.
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